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FIRST FOLLETERRE GATHERING OF THE YEAR
Community Week - April 14 to 24
The first practical Folleterre community days of 2013 will take place quite early this year, before Beltane. When
green is still very green and the ground will be covered by hundreds of white wild anemones, followed by wild garlic
leaf, primrose and marsh marigolds. Last fall part of the pine production on our land was heavily thinned out by a
lumber company. They left a number of trees, which we marked to save, and which will keep monumental value.
Especially in the years to come when we will bring in a more divers mixture of leaf tree's that will mingle in more
naturally than the dominating long and dark rows with no undergrowth at all. Everybody with a feel for the outdoors,
or with a drive to tackle indoor renovation jobs, or with supportive household and or kitchen skills, is greatly
welcomed to join. By planting a tree you can really leave a personal landmark. Many trees that will live more than 100
years, will still be there after you left this earth and still purify air, and house a great diversity of bird- and insectlife.
Next to garden- and land jobs we might also continue doing more renovation carpentry work inside the house.
The income that we received from commercial timber is reserved to improve our water source system. In the first
place to secure a more continuous supply of safe drinking water and secondly, after more funds are raised or saved,
to built a permanent shower and toilet system indoors. At this time the administrative council and stewards are still
in debate with contractors and specialists to find the most effective method. The most simple solution; expanding the
source uphill with a larger water reservoir plus a double filter system does now prove, due to a irregual surface
water flow, not the best solution. So presently we are investigating alternative options. If things work out within the
time frame that we have planned, we can possibly assist getting the water project done this spring.

Please let me know that you are coming by emailing: communityweek@folleterre.org
If for whatever reason you cannot contribute physically please consider donating financially.

Let's have a productive start of the year and celebrate the first beautiful spring
community days together.
with love, Junis

Planter un arbre c'est un
acte de foi en la terre
un acte d'espérance en
l'avenir
un acte de charité envers
les générations futures
qui jouiront de ses fruits
alors que nous ne serons
plus
To plant a tree is an action
of confidence to the earth
an action of hope towards
the future
an action of love to future
generations
who will enjoy the fruits
when we no longer will be
here.

The Sacred Shit Tower
Here I sit and shit it out!
Relief! Discomfort!
Pain mixed with pleasure
Why does Faerie Shit smell so sweet?
Down below
Another moment!
I witness a birth!
A baby sanctuary for shitting solitude
Labour pains cry out:
The thud of faerie hammer on wooden roof
Eilendes Wasser: The industrious midwife
Oh Faerie-space…
Crammed with hard-won pleasure!
Hard-won pleasure mixed with pain!

- Mushroom

- Mushroom -

Dear faeries from all colours, beings and regions. We invite you to come and
celebrate fertility, creativity and ﬁre with us.

BELTANE 2013
Friday 26th of April until Friday 3rd of May
During this gathering we will create our traditional Faerie Beltane ceremony together,
and create a sacred energy during the gathering. Therefore it would be
recommended if we all come together from the opening day until the closing
ceremony.

Main Program
Friday 26: Opening ceremony and burning the old maypole
Tuesday 30: Finding, cutting and decorating the new maypole
Wednesday 1: Planting and weaving the new maypole, dancing between two ﬁres
Friday 3: Festive closing ceremony
In between ceremonies there will be lots of time for workshops, play, joy, dance,
heart circle's, beautiful food, love, cuddling - you name it and make it happen!
Together we create; so if you have any ideas or visions that you want to share that
needs preparation and announcement, questions for the gathering, your registration
info, plus possible train arrival time in Lure, please contact FireFly at:

beltane2013@folleterre.org
It would be nice if everyone brings a piece of fabric to be used for the maypole.

Love Mode

By Tara
FAERIE SPACE AND THE LOVE MODE

I have been reflecting on why the Faerie Gatherings I have attended at Folleterre are so good. It seems that for a few
weeks each summer I can live in a nourishing, caring, empowering environment. People seem more: empathetic, kindly
and loving. For the duration of the Gathering people are at their best; their most human, kindly and generous. At the
same time, it feels real and rooted; it's not all "sweetness and light". People are able to be honest about themselves and
reveal their "dark" side as well as their beauty. People aspire to operate from love and this creates a unique atmosphere
and ethos.

THE LOVE MODE AND THE POWER MODE
There is a Buddhist teaching that distinguishes between operating from the "Love Mode" and the "Power Mode". I
think this may account for the success of our Faerie Gatherings.
The Love Mode is to operate from the heart; to let behaviour be permeated by compassion, empathy and kindness.
Underlying this teaching is the realisation that everything is interconnected. When we operate from the "Love Mode"
we are celebrating our connection with each other. When we operate from the Power Mode we are doing precisely the
opposite. The Love Mode posits that as we are all part of this "Cosmic Drama of Interconnection" we might as well go
with it, as ‘interconnection’ is the true nature of Reality. I believe that the conditions that give rise to the Love Mode
are already a part of our Faerie Gatherings. We already practice: truthful and honest communication, active
cooperation, empathy and kindness.
- Heart Circles Heart Circles creates the space for everyone to be heard. No cross – questioning, no need to justify oneself, just speak
about what one is feeling, experiencing or thinking. We can be confident that no one is going to "attack" us for saying
what we want to say. It is a safe environment; we can drop our defences and our natural inclination to want to protect
ourselves from hostility (real or imagined). By dropping these defensive barriers we allow ourselves to become more
natural and with this more human. In this safe environment we can also own our "darker" or more reactive sides.

The Heart Circles engender an atmosphere of trust and care. This allows for a sense of cooperation and connectedness,
out of which comes a desire to be helpful and respectful. I think this is why a feeling of generosity characterises the
Gatherings. People are generally quite happy to give their time and talents to the well-being of the Community.
THE POWER MODE
By contrast, the Power Mode is almost the complete antithesis. The Power Mode is working towards enhancing the Self
without any or much consideration for Others. This is sometimes referred to as being "egocentric". At its crudest, it is
the notion that "I must get my way", or a belief that "I know best". This attitude inevitably leads to clashes. Nobody
likes to be subjected to somebody else's will. At its crudest this leads to physical and verbal violence. It implies a
domination of others with little or no regard for their welfare. It often manifests as exploitation of others as in the
exploits of Banks, Corporations, Businesses and many Political Systems. The reward, protection and promotion of the
"Self" are paramount. There is an absence of generosity; everything has to be paid for and profits protected. If we
adopted this in our Faerie Gatherings we would demand that we get rewarded for what we contribute. Imagine what it
would be like if we insisted on being paid for running workshops, shopping, cooking, washing up, or any other service
that benefited the community.
The generosity that characterises Faerie Gatherings is fundamental and invaluable. Of course, none of us is perfect and
we bring with us habitual tendencies to want to get our way, be it through manipulation, subterfuge, or manoeuvring.
However, there is usually enough goodwill and common sense and integrity to counterbalance these tendencies.

PRACTICAL ‘UTOPIA’ AND NOTAFLOF
The genius behind the Gatherings is the NOTAFLOF principle; that "no one is turned away for lack of
funds". Whenever I want to describe the quality of the Faeries to family or friends, I cite this
fundamental principle. Without fail, it astounds them! That such a principle can be applied in this age of:
Corporate greed, self-interested Politicians, Bankers ripping off their customers, Confusion marketing,
Aggressive and manipulative sales techniques etc; is astounding and astonishing. It is the complete
opposite of how the rest of the world is usually run. Gone is the desire to maximise profits, to protect
and sustain wealth, and to retain power and privilege. Absent is the wish to exploit the vulnerable, the
weak and the poor.
In one fell swoop ‘notaflof’ subverts and undermines all of this and declares that Faerie Space operates on
a totally different principle. We can live in a temporary "Utopia" where greed and self-interest is replaced
by love and generosity.
We get a taste of living like this for a few weeks in the year. It gives space for
ideals to be practised and strengthened. In addition, there is the added element
of a space where to be Queer is accepted in all its forms, be it Trans, Bi, Gay,
Lesbian, or whatever. What a relief! We can be as colourful and as expressive
as we like. Inclusivity and acceptance are the norm.

2013 Folleterre Gathering Dates
Gathering

Date

Organisers

Community Week

April 14 – April 24

Junis

Beltane

April 26 – May 3

Firefly

Rheingold Gathering

29 May – June 2

HeidiBonBonn

Quiet Gathering

July 5 – July 14

SexMagic Workshop

July 29 – August 2

Feather Pup, Coconuts &
Cuddle Slut
Organised by Fagus &
Coconuts and facilitated by
American faeries

Great Circle

August 3 & August 4

Summer Gathering

August 5 – August 15

Love Bug

Lumbers Gathering

October 20 – October 27

Junis & Fauny

Other Gatherings for 2013
Glastonbury Solstice Gathering: June 21 – June 23
Austrian Gathering: August 17 – August 27

The Wounded Healer
My experience from the Folleterre Summer Gathering 2012, by Mata Hari

Being picked up at the train station in Lure for a summer gathering at Folleterre is always very special to me. When I
first visited this "crazy land" two years ago and saw the first faerie in the car, Mercedes, I thought he was the craziest
punk I had ever seen. He was so eager to get very close to me that I considered us friends from the first second on. He
convinced me to take my first trip to India half a year later, and then he died, which was a big shock for me. His passing
inspired me to return to Folleterre to perform a tribute to him and to Gezel, who also died the same year, at the notalent show.

This year I also arrived the afternoon of the no-talent show – and since my performance was about the birth of the
faeries, I needed a new, young, "virgin" faerie to perform with me. Fauny recommended I ask Jonny because he is so
lovely, and lovely he was! When I asked him if he would like to be part of my performance, he responded so positively.
An hour later, he told a lot of faeries that he hated himself, something I had never heard that from anyone before. I
could not believe what I was hearing, but knew that I wanted to help him, especially through our performance. All of the
faeries in the audience and I tried to give him all the love he could not give to himself. On the stage I gave him a long,
intense kiss representing all the love we could give to him, and I have never seen more beauty and brightness in
someone’s eyes. I told him there was no reason why he should not love himself and I could see that he was trying to
hold back his tears because deep inside himself he wanted to believe that this could be true. His tears showed me that
he had hope. When he promised to come to the Austria faerie gathering in August 2013, I was so happy that we all
could see him again and could continue the healing process until he no longer needs our help, even if it takes the rest
of his life. I could see in his eyes that he, like Mata Hari, will need faerie healing from time to time – as long as he lives.

I know none of us is perfect and the world is not perfect and the faeries are not perfect, but if you tell the faeries what
you need, what makes you angry, they will try to help you. The key is to openly express what is inside you. Be free
and don’t build walls around yourself. We are not “bad” faeries! We all have our faults and injuries and wounds, even
those who seem not to. If you look beneath the surface of every faerie, you can see that we have all suffered. WE
ALL ARE WOUNDED HEALERS. Some are looking for a partner, some are looking for acceptance, some believe
they do not have the same rights as other faeries or as their fellow human beings. No matter what you believe, give
us the CHANCE TO LISTEN TO YOU so that our heart can understand you. Then you'll see what happens, see how
the energy flows toward you. Enjoy the energy. Sometimes we forget where our hearts are, but let it find its place
again. If you have trouble connecting deeply with the faeries, getting beneath the surface, go to Mother Nature – she
will always help you. It's OK if you don't feel a deep contact to every faerie. That’s life. Don’t put yourself under too
much pressure in faeriespace! Let it flow and it will come – sometime.

For me personally, the gathering was a paradise and hell at the same time. It started and ended as a paradise, but in
between I suffered a lot. I saw more beauty and brightness in the eyes of some faeries than I have ever seen, but I
suffered hearing hurt faeries shouting during heart-circles. At one point in the no-talent show I couldn't breathe
because I was wrapped into 15 meters of golden and purple fabric. I felt like I was trapped in a melting sauna and
wanted nothing more than to unveil myself on stage.

I recognized this feeling from hours of suffering and hellish heat in the sweat lodge –paradise and hell at the same
time. I survived in the sweat lodge by digging my face deeply into mother earth, no matter what other people said and
no matter what animals were in the soil. The intense heat made my real suffering in life much more intense. It led me
to discover that I also should shed the negative feelings, thoughts, criticism and humiliation, the manipulation
civilization hurls at me. But I also had beautiful moments imagining strolling through my first faerie-sanctuary Wolf
Creek in the dark, seeing the glowing signs in the stones and feeling the eternal wish to never have to leave this
eternally magical lodge.

In the evening after the fun ballet workshop with Ballet Boy, where I jumped a lot, I decided to jump over the fire. Then it
happened: I did not see where I was landing in the darkness and I felt a terrible pain in my left foot. Hours later I discovered
that it was terribly swollen and bruised and I couldn't walk. I couldn't bear to tell anyone that “Mata Hari” was not able to
dance anymore during this gathering. The world suddenly seemed so unreal to me. Was this the end of everything? Where
was my faerie energy? When I woke up in the morning, my feelings were gone. I had to get out, to save myself. This
beautiful, healing faerie energy flowed from one faerie to another. They wanted to carry me to the lake so I could take part
in the Kobi ritual to save the lives, the spirits and the culture of this threatened natural primitive tribe. In their culture, the
men sleep with the men and the women sleep with the women, and the Spanish conquerors tried to kill them because they
thought they all were gay.

Finally it was even better for me that the faeries did not summon up the energy to carry me up to the mountain, giving me a
day to total relaxation, which I needed so much after the stress I had at home and at work, in addition to bringing the faerie
movement to Austria this year for the first time, organizing the first faerie gathering and party in Austria and finding a new
faerie sanctuary in Austria specially for the faeries in Austria and Eastern Europe – a vision I had after visiting this
marvellous elswood – a faerieland near the border to Slowakia - owned by an Austrian faerie named EL, whom I met at
Vienna Pride.

I loved how much fun the faeries had at this “folle” terre trying to heal me in their special way. It was so marvellous to feel
this healing energy! At the closing ceremony, I was actually able to dance with a stick! I did not give up and I witnessed
how some faeries who had some really angry moments during the gathering had become more gentle when they
discovered that they were not alone with their pain here. Every faerie has his special problems and fears. None of us has a
perfect life. We all want to be heard and loved. No faeries are better or worse than others, We all have our own experiences
in faerieland and we learn from our experiences – not only from listening.

We all share a common desire – we all want to come back to this faerieland! – our sanctuaries! - whether it is
Folleterre or somewhere else. Our sanctuaries are like our home and we want to care for them as long as we are living our
own faerie identity. This is our true soul and being!

So hell is followed by paradise, and before I left this paradise sanctuary, I felt the God of the medieval spirits kissing and
hugging and covering me for an hour in my room. We are a natural tribe, and the divine voice in our hearts comes alive
when we let go of our thoughts and just let things happen! – let your heart flow!
Dear friends, queer friends of Folleterre! – The circle is open – but not broken!
We faeries strengthen and empower each other. The tears I shed because of the angry and unhappy faeries were
healing tears for these faeries and the tears I shed for myself have made me stronger in my heart and for my life. I
couldn't help but smile when I looked into the faces of my faeries friends. My heart has found a way to express itself Folleterre – that is it! Why is it so important to me? … Because of you and you and … you, Mother Earth!
Thank you, Folleterre – you crazy Goddess of love! HAPPY TEARS! Happy about all Jonny’s tears! Fearieday … all my
trouble seem so far away …
XXX Mata Hari

FOLLETERRE

NEEDS

€
How Do I Pay?

The Facts
It costs €900 each month to
pay the mortgage and the
utilities, before we can
develop the property.
We need everyone who has
an interest in Folleterre’s
future to give something –
whether you can afford €5
per month, or €100, your
donation is very important!
What Can I Do?
Cash donations and regular
monthly membership
subscriptions are a great way
to keep the sanctuary going.
Please consider giving €5 a
month, or €60 a year. Every
contribution makes a
difference.

Anything Else?
If you are transferring money please
remember to mention what it is for: cash
gifts, membership donation (whether it is
monthly, quarterly or yearly).
Folleterre has a NOTAFLOT (No One
Turned Away For Lack of Funds) policy for
members, but please give what you can

For more information, contact your
Secretary, Coconuts on:

secretary@folleterre.org

There are two ways to pay:
1. Set up a regular donation from you bank account
Transfers within FRANCE:
Banque:
10278
Guichet:
07861
N° compte: 00020076201
Clé:
60
Transfers within EUROZONE
IBAN:
BIC (SWIFT):

FR76 1027 8078 6100 0200 7620 160
CMCIFR2A

Bank Information
Credit Mutuel, CCM Semouse et Combeaute, 4 rue
Henri Lebrun, 70800 St Loup sur Semouse
Recipient Information
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots, 70270 Ternuay,
France
Transfers within UNITED KINGDOM:
Bank:
Account Name:
Sort Code:
Account Number:

\

The Co-operative Bank
Faerie UK
08-92-99
65488214

2. Via PayPal
Simply go to www.folleterre.org, click on ‘GIVE’ and follow
the links to PayPal. You can set up a monthly payment to be
deducted from your debit/credit card or bank account.

